And the trees were being sampled with every 100 generations, a total of 20,000 trees were generated with the initial sample. Subsequently, the consensus tree were were set as first 10% were discarded as burn-in and 50% majority-rule consensus tree 1 6 7
with the posterior probability (PP) values. Time node selection and correction: Because there are no unequivocal fossils
for Blumea DC. and its relatives in Inuleae, the divergence and diversification times were difficult to estimate. In order to have an accurate divergence time estimation
with Blumea DC., in this study, two root ages of Asteraceae were compared, First, 2018). First, the Likelihood ratio test (LRT) (Felsenstein, 1988) were used to
determine the ITS or trnL-F data were conformed to molecular clock hypothesis. Results indicates the Blumea data weren't suitable the molecular clock hypothesis (P jmodeltest result. During the analysis process, the parameters were set as the similar (http://beast.community/treeannotator) were used for summarized the trees, and 2 0 3 parameters were set as first 10% were discarded as burn-in and 50% majority-rule Notes: Obs a = observed log-likelihood difference to the best topology; au b = approximately unbiased; np c = bootstrap probability of the topology (i.e., the 4 9 6 probability that the given topology has the largest likelihood in 10 scaled sets of 10,000 bootstrap replicates); bp d = np with 10 non-scaled sets of 10,000 bootstrap 4 9 7 replicates; pp e = Bayesian posterior probabilities of the model; kh f = Kishino-Hasegawa; sh g = Shimodeira-Hasegawa; wkh h = weighted KH; wsh i = weighted SH. 4
